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SOLANDGE
With ENjOymENt DESiGNED iNtO EvEry iNch Of hEr 279 fEEt,  

thiS NEW LürSSEN iS bOth thE piNNAcLE Of hEr OWNEr’S DrEAmS AND 
pOiSED tO DELivEr SpEctAcuLAr chArtErS.

text by marilyn mower  photography by Jim raycroft
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To characterize the yacht Solandge, start with 

the word “exuberance.” Some yachts are genteel, some 

cutting edge, some yachts are minimalist, some are Deco, 

and each with the ambiance that label implies. But with 

the 279-foot Lürssen Solandge, every inch wants to make 

sure you are having a good time, every element is about 

living life to the fullest. And it’s not by accident.

Solandge, says Richard Masters, the yacht’s project and 

operations manager, had a long design incubation. “The 

owners had another, smaller Lürssen that they had bought 

on the brokerage market and refitted for their use. They 

knew they wanted to build their own yacht at Lürssen, so 

in 2007 they signed a contract for a slot that wouldn’t even 

become available until 2010, which gave them a tremen-

dous amount of time to refine their ideas,” he says. “They 

looked at a great many yachts in the meantime. while a 

special team was assembled to help the shipyard imple-

ment the owner’s plans.” 
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In terms of scale, Solandge is nearly 65 feet longer and three 

feet wider than her predecessor. In terms of accommodations, 

she offers one more guest cabin—a full-beam VIP to swoon 

over. But as her chief engineer says, “in terms of the technol-

ogy, the nine years make a tremendous difference.”  

Along with design details and an insistence on the comfort 

of everyone aboard, sound and vibration engineering were 

two of the hot buttons. Decibel levels were part of the construc-

tion contract although Masters says the yard exceeded the 

requirement by as much as 20 percent in some places.  “It was 

a matter of pride to the guys at the Rendsburg yard, I think,” 

Masters says. Solandge is based on a modern 80-meter hull 

and engineering platform similar to that of Phoenix II, Ace 

and Quattroelle. “The yard’s record keeping is exceptional, if 

they find something they think is an improvement, whether 

it is a material or a process, they just adopt it and go about 

their business,” says Masters. The folding stern stairs, an adap-

tation of those developed for Quattroelle, are a good example.
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lines and knuckles—opposite but complementary languages 

that generate energy and create a unique look. The curves, 

Øino notes, are mostly in the longitudinal planes with the 

hard edges appearing on the transverse. The exterior paint 

scheme, especially the white sheer line, adds emphasis. In 

combination with the white boot stripe, it optically lowers the 

yacht’s massive freeboard at the transom, making it less formi-

dable to swimmers or those boarding from a tender.

Step two in the brief was to create many places for guests 

and family to hang out together or chill-out alone. Øino’s direc-

tive was to give each deck and each space a distinctive func-

tion plus create the supporting furniture and built-ins such 

as bars, buffets, dining areas, a pool and two hot tubs. With so 

much real estate to work with, he was able to incorporate an 

exterior cinema and nightclub complete with dedicated DJ 

station on the top deck, an indoor/outdoor gym, an elegant 

and sheltered main deck reception area aft and a private 

outdoor seating area in front of the owners’ suite. Captain 

All custom yachts by definition present an owner’s vision. 

With a yacht beyond 200 feet LOA, even a bit of tentativeness 

translates to a great deal of cautious, repetitive conservatism 

or worse, confusion that goes beyond eclecticism. Solandge 

is innocent on both counts. Both Masters and the yacht’s inte-

rior designer, Aileen Rodriguez, begin their description of the 

yacht and her build process with the phrase, “The owner had 

a vision.” That would seem to be an understatement. So would 

the designer’s comment, “They like bright color.” 

But to begin at the beginning, Espen Øino was asked to 

create a profile design with a specific layout for a larger yacht 

based on the owners’ experience with their previous vessel. 

This included all guest suites on the main deck along with a 

rather grand salon area and an owners’ deck above. 

During the design period, however, Øino says it became 

clear that they were prepared to push boundaries and explore 

more innovative exterior forms. What you see in the final 

product is a mix of gracious, soft shapes and aggressive hard 

these pages 
the bridge deck is a resort complex where a sauna, massage room and gym lead aft to the large swimming pool. both this deck and the 
sun deck above have an air of ibiza and Nikki beach. the vast interior spaces, like the main salon (left page, center) are divided into natural 
sections; the onyx-clad bar is opposite a lounge, just aft of the dining table and a television viewing area.  
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Maxx Ainsworth adds, “We were able to fit in a substantial 

tender garage, a full dive center and dayhead and a sauna aft 

with access to the swim platform.”

Pushing boundaries is also an aspect of the yacht’s interior, 

both in scope as well as in finishes and details. To achieve an 

open plan living area on the main deck, the spacious aft deck 

opens onto a multifunction salon of more than 1,850 square 

feet unbroken by supports. While the owner didn’t want to see 

walls when he stepped aboard, he did want a very elegant 

salon with memorable elements. 

Rodriguez took a careful approach to the selection of inte-

rior objects, furniture and art pieces, traveling to Venice to 

select unique Murano pieces directly from the artists’ work-

shops. As a result, there is an absolutely stunning collection 

of life-size glass musical instruments in the salon. “The color 

of the art glass instruments became the palette for the entire 

room and music became its theme,” says Rodriguez.

Setting the tone for the exuberant, joyful fantasy named 

Solandge is the salon entryway, two stunning floor-to-ceiling 

panels of LED backlit amethyst quartz. The stone is sliced thin 

and pieced together like a mosaic and sandwiched between 

clear glass. On port it is anchored by a Bechstein piano and on 

starboard by a Venetian console and mirror, which creates a 

novel segue to display cases holding the Murano instruments. 

The large bar on port is also dazzled with amethyst and honey 

onyx, the stone that borders the hardwood floor, its inlay pattern 

repeating in a modern adaptation of crown molding. 

Opposite the massive bar is a seating area, its coziness a 

nice contrast. Next up is a massive dining table fitted fore 

and aft under Schonbek chandeliers dripping with amethyst 

rose quartz crystals and neatly engineered not to rattle. 

Forward of the dining area is a much larger seating area 

facing a fireplace and a TV screen concealed behind a paint-

ing. This concealed TV screen is just one of the numerous 

spots that is wired for Karaoke. Leaving no stone unturned 

in their quest for perfect hospitality, the owners sent their 

build engineer to discover the robust, high-end Karaoke  

equipment used in the best clubs and bring the same Studio  

these pages 
the main salon’s theme derives from murano glass music pieces and the LED-backlit amethyst quartz walls as one enters from astern 

(opposite page, far right). Also on the main deck, the vip suite features gold onyx and mother-of-pearl details and can be divided into two 
cabins (opposite page, top left). A “tree of life” runs from the tank deck up and contains 1,423 points of light (opposite page, top right).
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Evolution system to Solandge.

The yacht is divided at its axis by an atrium lobby domi-

nated by a 50-foot-high lighted sculpture that has come to be 

known as the tree of life. This ultra-modern column contains 

1,423 points of light. Its nexus was a simple request from the 

owner for something running the entire height of the vessel 

from the tank deck. Made in California by Wired Custom Light-

ing, the light sculpture is encircled by a magnificent stainless 

steel and leather bannister that anchors the floating staircase.

Among the details chosen by the owner are the 25-plus 

wood veneers. He selected woods and grains that appealed to 

him and left it up to Rodriguez to determine their usage. The 

farther up in the yacht you go, the lighter the woods become. 

For example, the use of straight grains and burls juxtaposing 

light and dark tones in the main salon evokes a hint of Bieder-

meier style, but only as a backdrop, as the furniture pieces—

both transitional as well as period with brocades and bullion 

fringes—neatly bridge the centuries. Forward of the lobby,  

the guest staterooms are more modern, each showcasing a  
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different color scheme. One is convertible to a guest office/

media center, while at the end of the corridor is a VIP suite 

that can be converted from a stateroom with attached sitting 

room into two separate cabins. While each half makes a 

spacious cabin, together the suite with its large windows, 

closets and bath would be suitable as the master suite. That 

is, of course, until you see the master a deck above. 

On the owners’ deck, the apartment includes a private office, 

his dressing room and bathroom and her dressing room and 

bathroom and then the stateroom itself with 180-degree views 

overlooking the bow, outdoor seating and a private spa tub.  A 

casual sitting room aft has another fireplace and a nautical 

theme with a color scheme similar to the skylounge. Hand-

made Italian furniture—a small table and chairs, a lady’s desk 

with a leather top and a chest of drawers—brings a unique 

quality to the stateroom, as do the hand-painted backlit window 

mullions depicting themes from the Garden of Eden.

 A word about the hot tubs on board—they are mosaic-clad, 

infinity-edge spa tubs extending above deck level. Water flows 

over the top edge and into a recess below teak grating. This 

keeps the tub and its surround and assorted machinery from 

being a major view-blocking structure. 

Apart from large gathering spaces there are quieter pursuits 

to be found, from fixed balconies for two to a library area in 

the owners’ sitting room and a top-notch spa facility aft of the 

bridge. A color-shifting glass bubble wall provides ambiance 

and privacy for the massage suite.

The top deck is large and multifunctional as per the owners’ 

directives. One section features U-shaped seating under draped 

tent material à la Nikki Beach. The center of the deck focuses 
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these pages 
the master has 180-degree views overlooking the bow and its own mosaic-clad infinity pool (above left). the owners’ deck offers a 
nautical theme in the salon (opposite page, top and middle), a masculine touch in the office (opposite page, bottom) and a subtle femi-
nine influence in the stateroom, with handmade italian furniture and hand-painted window mullions depicting the Garden of Eden (top).

on a horseshoe-shaped bar with gold mosaic finish, while 

tucked away on starboard is a romantic bed-size platform piled 

high with cushions under a twinkling star overhead. With the 

open sunning space in full entertainment mode, the deck 

hosted 60 people for a New Year’s party. Guests thoroughly 

enjoyed a unique dance floor atop the forward Jacuzzi.  

“The idea of a Perspex dance floor was easy enough to 

imagine,” says Masters. “But then we had to figure out how to 

lock it in place, store it and, oh-by-the-way, give it a railing so 

no one would fall off.” Figure it out they did, and the unique, 

floating bow dance floor area can be lit for parties. 

“The large exterior living spaces reflect the current trend for 

outdoor decks that mirror all the interior functions for guest 

living,” says Øino, “Arranging spaces to lounge, to eat, drink and 

play becomes a major factor, and the outdoor furniture on 

Solandge is complex and incorporates edge lighting and all of 

the support features that allow entertaining to be spontaneous.”

Which is a good place to bring up the service aspects built 

into Solandge; they are exceptional. 

“The owners care about service, but they care even more 

about the wellbeing of their crew,” says Masters, “and they 

respect their input.” In fact, 11 of the crew came with Captain 

Ainsworth from the previous boat, including a pair of sisters 

and a father-and-son team. Crew pathways throughout the 

boat are ample; there is no trying to squeeze by each other 

with a load of laundry or supplies. The deckhands were given 

free rein to plan the location of all their supplies and tools 

on each deck so there is no time wasted running off to a 

central bosun’s locker. 

Solandge is the first Lürssen with crew passage access from 
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both levels of the engine room and it clearly increases efficiency 

and eliminates traffic jams. Engineers have a dedicated work-

shop separate from their control room. There’s a workshop in 

the dive center and an office for the chef and chief stewardess 

next to the crew mess and opposite the custom galley, which 

was designed by the chef to enable everything from handmade 

chocolates and pastries to copious amounts of ice cream. 

Mechanically, Solandge is similar to her slightly older 

sibling Quattroelle, and while the dark blue hull had no impact 

on the yacht’s air-conditioning requirements—such is Lürs-

sen’s standard insulation package—Senior Chief Engineer 

Travis Ludbrook did specify an additional watermaker with 

its own storage tank forward. “It takes fifteen tons of water 

just to wash the boat,” he says. 

With great attention to  indoor layout planning, the pantries 

are large and smartly integrated into the portside interior 

and exterior crew circulation. A separate crew elevator makes 

it possible to transfer things and people or to bring wine from 

the 500-bottle “cellar” on the tank deck. The guests have their 

own elevator, a nine-passenger affair. Ludbrook notes that 

three generators allow engineers to mix and match the power 

being generated for best efficiency while a dedicated 115V 

transformer in the bow creates pure sine wave power for 

iPads and phone chargers, equipment brought on board by 

American charter guests and “the chef’s ever growing collec-

tion of specialty appliances.” 

Reflecting on the project, Rodriguez says, “The owners 

wanted every inch of this vessel to be special and have a 

meaning. It’s difficult to design eighty-five meters of ‘special,’ 

but I believe that we have accomplished this for them in a 

very controlled way. We think it’s their dream come true.”  And 

a joyful one at that.

these pages 
the sun deck spa pool can be covered with perspex glass to create a dance floor (opposite page, right). the social 

area also incorporates an outdoor cinema and Dj equipment. Solandge’s deck spaces alternate seamlessly between 
fun and practicality for the crew.
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LOA: 279' 2" (85.1m)

LWL: 241' 2" (73.5m)

BeAm (mAx): 45' 3" (13.8m)

DrAft (LOADeD): 12' 10" (3.9m)

DispLAcement: 2,296 tons

GrOss tOnnAGe: 2,899 Gt

pOWer: 2 x 2,000kW caterpillar 3516 

speeD (mAx/cruise): 17/14.5 knots

rAnGe: 6,000 nm @ 12 knots

fueL cApAcity: 58,117 u.S. gallons

thrusters: 240kW brunvoll  
fu-37 Lrc-1000

stABiLizers: Quantum Xt fin blades 
Oc 2400 Xt

GenerAtOrs: 2 x caterpillar c18 
DitA; 1 x mAN

freshWAter cApAcity: 9,378 u.S. gallons

OWners AnD Guests: 12

creW: 29

Specifications: 
Builder: Lürssen

Zum Alten Speicher 11

28759 Bremen-Vegesack

Germany

Tel: +49 (0) 421 6604 166

www.lurssen.com

cLAssificAtiOn: Lloyd’s register

WAter jet prOpuLsiOn unit: 
Schottel Spj 82 rD 240 kW

cOnstructiOn: Steel, aluminum 

nAvAL Architecture: Lürssen

exteriOr styList: Espen Øino Design

interiOr DesiGn: rodriguez interiors

OWner’s prOject mAnAGer:  
master yachts

Sing a Song: Behind a painting, a concealed TV is one of 
several on board rigged with a state-of-the-art Karaoke system.

Service: With the galley on the lower deck, a crew elevator  
and large pantries serve each guest deck.

Diving: A certified dive facility, the dive store has a separate HVAC 
system to dry gear. There is also a bait prep station.

ToTal conTrol: The wing stations have drop-down control 
screens that allow the captain to pull up any info from the bridge.

Heli-capable: Forward of the owner’s stateroom, a  
touch-and-go helipad was incorporated.

beacH club: Before guests plunge off the stern, a monitor 
shows water temperature and depth.

Spa Deck: A full-service spa deck includes a hamam, therapy bath,  
sauna, massage room and beauty salon, leading to the large pool aft. 

parTy reaDy: Divided into three areas, the sun deck has a DJ 
station forward, a dance floor, a gold mosaic bar and lounge area aft.

* Tank deck omitted


